
As we washed our hands in the cloakroom before dinner
at our favourite restaurant, I remarked to Charles that
it was about time that we doctors got the message about
hand washing. His reaction surprised me.

‘Beware of imperfect security. It is often worse than
no security at all,’ was his immediate response.

‘What are you getting at, Charles?’

‘I have a great friend who is a mathematics
professor at Edinburgh. During the foot and
mouth crisis he was frustrated that he could not
walk his dog around the side of fields, and felt even
more so when he saw out of his widow a large pile
of carcasses awaiting burning being picked over by
all the local hoodies.’

When I looked bewildered he explained: ‘The local
version of the carrion crow, Coe!’

‘But surely the restrictions on access were sensible
precautions!’

‘My friend argued to the contrary. A passive vector
is only dangerous if the infecting dose of organisms
is very low, in single or possibly double figures. The
effectiveness of late vaccination in aborting spread
of the disease suggests that reduction in excretion
by infected animals rather than absolute protection
is responsible. In other words, there is a threshold
below which transmission does not occur.’

‘So these restrictions of movement are unlikely to be
effective, and we saw the price paid elsewhere in the
economy! Tourism, for example.’

‘Yes, that is the point, Coe! And on the other hand,
the crows could carry large chunks of infective
material several miles into the middle of grazing
herds.’

‘And perhaps, however well the eventual bonfire was
constructed, unsterilised material from the edge of
the fire might be caught in the updraft and blown
several miles.’

His tone was rhetorical when he asked, ‘Why don’t
they obey the Popes’ directions in the middle-ages
and bury fallen stock where it lies?’

I knew he already knew the answer when I replied,
‘To protect water courses from contamination,’ and
almost anticipated his response.

‘To whose benefit? Absolute security can never be
achieved. Sick farm animals may hide themselves
before dying. Wild animals also carry more disease.
As long as gross pollution is avoided, the point of
protection must be the water treatment works
which have to be able to cope with the organisms
which will inevitably arrive. The price of not
relying solely on the point of potentially absolute
security is to increase the risk elsewhere, as was so
tragically demonstrated in the foot and mouth
epidemic.’

‘And what about the hands, Charles?’

‘I have another old friend from my Cambridge
days. His father is a retired and distinguished
physician, who once asked a colleague in the
College cloakroom why they bothered to wash their
hands as urine was the most sterile of body fluids.
By chance I saw the old man yesterday and he held
out the newspaper, saying to me, “What are they
getting at? In my time we wore our black jackets
and striped trousers and certainly did not wash
hands between every patient – there was hardly a
wash-hand basin in the ward, but cross infection
was not a problem.”’ 

‘Looking at the past through rose-coloured
spectacles!’ I suggested. ‘But perhaps he has a point.
Whatever the reason for the increase in the problem
it is unlikely to be due to a lack of hand washing
between patients.’

‘This is the necessary conclusion, so I asked him
what he thought might be responsible for the lower
infection rates in his time. He said that potential
infection was always assumed to be present and
aseptic technique was strictly adhered to. He
thought that this became more difficult for minor
procedures when linen drapes were replaced by
smaller paper towels which did not sit well and
provide a satisfactory sterile surface. He also noted
that people appeared to have forgotten how to put
on surgical gloves properly. He was convinced that
this is when the rot set in.’

‘And what about hand washing?’
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‘Where does the organism come from?’

‘Staphylococci are carried by most of us some of the time and
some of us most of the time.’

‘Merely carried?’

‘No, they are skin commensals living on the damper parts, for
example the nose.’ 

‘I wouldn’t have thought that healthy hands are the place for a
quiet productive life!’

‘Quite.’

‘So the surgeon is more likely to transmit the infection as he
rubs his chin in thought at the problem before him than from
the hand of the previous patient?’

‘Yes.’

‘You said that some people have persistent problems with
staphylococcal infestation?’

‘That’s right.’

‘That suggests to me that some skins are more to the liking of
the bacteria than others, possibly less antiseptic.’

‘There is some truth in that.’

‘So the skin might actually become less inhospitable with
obsessive hand washing, particularly if chapped by the
rubbing?’

‘There may be some basis for that thought if you consider the
higher incidence of urinary tract infection in women obsessive
about hygiene.’ And I added, ‘But what would you do about it,
Charles?’

‘I understand that the risk of non-related as well as specific
bacterial cross-infection increases with the use of antibiotics.
The reasons seem clear to me; first and obvious the induction
of resistance, but also the survival of generally fitter and more
persistent organisms whether resistant or not, multiplying to
replace other commensals destroyed by antibiotics to which
the cocci themselves may not be sensitive.’

‘And the lesson?’

‘Remember a previous conversation – always use antibiotics in
high dose but for very short periods. Shorter than the
conventional short courses!’

‘But that risks under-treatment!’

‘Better that the occasional patient relapses with a sensitive
organism than that the antibiotic becomes useless.’ 

‘I suppose that the real problem is the full acceptance,
emotionally as well as intellectually, by doctor and patient that
where the prime illness is due to infection and the antibiotic is
appropriate, prolonged fever is almost never due to active
infection, and so further antibiotics will not help.’

‘Such prescriptions are a good example of the just-in-case
approach being counterproductive, and illustrate the
importance of focussing on the real problem! The older I get,
Coe, the more I see the flaws in the precautionary principle as
a justification for interference!’

Charles would be the last to suggest that reasonable hygiene is
inappropriate or that hand washing after every contact is not
necessary when gastrointestinal viral infection is prevalent.
Concentrating on those times would emphasise its importance
when it is the critical factor and when it is not avoid the risk of
complacency at the critical stage, when perfect aseptic technique is
essential.
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